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Abstract-Hierarchical modulation, used in DVB-{T, H} Henceforth, in this paper, we investigate the behaviour of
(Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial and Handheld), allows coupled OFDM and hierarchical modulation systems under
two separate bit streams to be modulated on one single stream impulse as it appears in DVB-{T, H}
according to their relative priority (high priority and low priority spe noise environmenty i t presen of impulH3
stream). We investigate the robustness of coupled OFDM specifications. Thepenaltyinducedbythepresence of impulse
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex) and hierarchical noise in each stream is analytically estimated and confirmed
modulation systems under impulse noise as it appears in DVB by computer simulations.
(Digital Video Broadcasting) technologies. Analytically and
confirmed by simulation, we estimate the penalty induced by the
presence of impulse noise. II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Introduction ofOFDM hierarchical modulation
1. INTRODUCTION OFDM hierarchical modulation is the combination of an

Impulse noise combined with Gaussian noise is one of the OFDM system and some hierarchical QAM modulation as
major causes of errors in digital communications systems and illustrated in fig. 1. It is constituted by a concatenation of a
thus in DVB-{T, H} (Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial hierarchical QAM modulator and an OFDM modulator.
and Handheld) networks [1]. These two kinds of noises

HP stream ~~~~~Impulse and HP streabehave in a different way to corrupt digital communications. Hm Gaussian Noise

Gaussian noise, also known as background noise, is 7Hrccle,7~77 Hieachical
permanently present through the network with moderate M_
power. Contrary, impulse noise randomly appears as bursts of _
relative short duration and very large instantaneous power. LPstream LPstream
Moreover, the impulse noise is particularly time-varying as it Figure 1. Simulated block diagram ofOFDM hierarchical QAM system

originates from electromagnetic effects in the environment of
the network [2]. In DVB-{T, H} systems, Hierarchical Modulation (1\M) is

Hierarchical modulation used in these networks, allows two defined on QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) and it is
separate bit streams to be modulated on one single stream denoted 4/M-QAM. The 4/M-QAM is simply defined by its
according to their relative priority (High Priority-HP and Low constellation diagram (see fig. 2 for 4/16-QAM case). The HP
Priority-LP streams) [3]. stream is modulated with QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift

In practice, hierarchical modulation is coupled with OFDM Keying), equivalent to 4-QAM, and thus specifies the
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing). And for that quadrant in the entire constellation. The LP stream is
reason the study of the impact of impulse noise in OFDM modulated with (M/4)-QAM, and is embedded on primary
hierarchical modulation is of practical importance. QPSK. The entire constellation is mapped with Gray style.
On one hand there have already been numerous studies of For example, in fig. 1 for 4/16-QAM, on the entire

classical OFDM systems in presence of impulse noise [4], [5], log2(16)=4 bits (i1q1i2q2) of the 4/M-QAM symbol, the two
[6], [7], [8]. Generally, classical OFDM systems are proved to first bits, ilql, are assigned the UP stream, and the next
be more robust against impulse noise than classical single log2(M)-2, i2q2, bits are allocated to LP stream. Hence,
carriers QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) systems. hierarchical modulation can be view as UP stream transmitted
This advantage appears because the impulse noise energy is with the fictitious symbol of QPSK defined by the two first
spread among OFDM sub-carriers. However, this spreading bits (each fictitious symbol defining a quadrant), whereas the
effect turns into disadvantage if the impulse noise energy LP stream used the (M/4)-QAM modulation around these
becomes too strong. fictitious symbols. Many parameters are used to characterise
On the other hand, performance of hierarchical modulation hierarchical constellation:

have only been analysed in presence of Gaussian noise [9]. * d1, which represents the minimum distance
between two fictitious symbols;
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* d2, which represents the minimum distance From (2), it can be seen that the noise in the kth hierarchical
between two neighbouring symbols within one QAM symbol depends on all noise samples present during the
quadrant; OFDM symbol. In fact, the noise, and the impulse noise

* d1, which represents the minimum distance particularly, is spread over the N hierarchical QAM symbols
between two symbols in adjacent quadrants; due to the FFT operation.

* o=d1/d2, the constellation ratio which determines
the QAM constellation for hierarchical dtin; B. The Middleton class-A modelthe QAM constellatio forierImpulse noise is basically defined with tree statistical

o a= I, uniform constellation, properties: the duration, the inter-arrival and the voltageo u#1I, non-uniform constellation. amplitude. Middleton class-A is a complete canonical
statistical model of joint impulse and Gaussian noise where

4/16QAM hierarchical modulation

the properties are defined by a compound Poisson process. For
2d2Io 0 10 Omau this model, the in-phase and quadrature Probability Density

2d0-
0 Function (PDF) of voltagefn(x,y) is given by [10], [11]:
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Figure2.Constellationdiagramh of4-QMmduAA, is the impulsive index, F is the mean power ratio, a2 and
a2i are respectively the variance of Gaussian and impulse

OFDM is a parallel transmission scheme where the bit noises.
stream to be transmitted is serially separated and modulated Specifically, AA parameter corresponds to the product of the

with several sub-carriers. In practice, OFDM systems are average rate of impulse generation and the mean duration of
' ~~~~~~typical impulses. Small values ofAA and F give predominanceimplemented using the combination IFFT (Inverse Fast typiloimpulse type of noise while large values of AA and P lead to

Fourier Transform) and FFT (Fast Fourier Transform). a Gauss type of noise.
Basically, the information bits are mapped into N complex
baseband complex symbols dk using 4/M-QAM scheme. The
block of N complex baseband symbols, considered in the III. BIT ERROR PROBABILITY OF OFDM HIERARCHICAL QAM
frequency domain, is changed by means of an IFFT that brings CALCULATION
signal in time domain. The sequence of complex received
symbols ri, after sampling and assuming ideal channel, is A P
given by:

The PDF of Zk can be derived by analysing physically the

N-1 .2,zi Middleton class-A parameters. By this way, we observe that: -

= de N + n < i < N - I (1) the duration of impulses becomes equal to the OFDM symbol
= k= duration, - the power of impulses is spread out over OFDM

symbol and becomes partly Gaussian.
where dk is the 4/M-QAM complex symbol of the nth sub- Notice that the Gaussian part of noise lasts for all the N

carrier, ni is the channel noise (jointly impulsive and Gaussian samples of OFDM symbol, while the impulsive part of noise
noise in this case), and N is the number of sub-carriers, appears on average only during Ni samples. Ni indicates the
The estimated baseband complex 4/M-QAM symbol is total duration of impulse within the OFDM symbol, and it is

recovered by performing a FFT that transforms the received expressed by:
signal in frequency domain, and it is given by: N=X D (4)

I imp imp

N-1 .2,zi N-1 .2,zi
-J- ___ 7 -Jimdk=1 jr,e N =dk n,e N =d +z WhereX,,pis the average number of impulse per OFDM

T i=O k - = dk Zk symbol and Di,,p is the mean duration of typical impulse
(2) expressed in number of sub-carriers.

where Zk denotes an additive noise term which is in fact the
frequency conversion of ni.



Ximp is given by:

F 7 Pimp = 10 log10 r _( 2+1(AAZFZINAA ipI2 i(1
Xip =D (5) )

Dimp
Therefore, fz, the PDF of impulse noise Zk, disturbing the We note that the impulse noise penalty does not depend on

hierarchical QAM symbol, is always given by a Middleton the order M of QAM modulation, the uniformity parameter a,
class-A model. But their parameters become: but it depends on the number of sub-carriers N and the noise

properties through AAZ, qgz and Fz.

AAZ N 6
N + Dimp IA (6) IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We depict in fig. 3 some analytical and simulated bit error

(x -21)AAJ7 probability of UP and LP stream of OFDM hierarchical 4/16-
2 _ 2 + imp AAz (7) QAM in presence of impulse noise. The values of the

Ximp parameters of impulse noise are given by the impulse noise
test pattern #3 specified in Validation Task Force Report [12].
In this figure, we illustrate simulation points by markers,

F= XimpF + (Ximp - i) (8) analytical curves of BEP with both impulse and Gaussian
noise by solid lines and analytical curves of BEP with
Gaussian noise by dashed lines.

where: - AAZ is the impulse index offz, - 2 z is the Gaussian We observe that the simulated results are very close to
component variance offz, - Fz is the ratio of Gaussian and analytical curves. Generally, UP stream is more robust than
impulsive component of noise, Dimp is the mean duration of classical OFDM QAM which is also more robust than LP
impulse event, - and Ximp is the mean number of impulse event stream. The parameter a=2 leads to a good compromise
during one OFDM symbol. between the strength of UP stream and the weakness of LP

stream.
B. Bit errorprobability ofhierarchical 4/M-QAMcalculation Compared to the case where the noise is purely Gaussian,

we observe a right shift in the BEP curve. This shift
For square 4/M-QAM, i.e. MP22P which is the case of corresponds to the penalty induced by impulse noise. For the

interest, the Bit Error Probability (BEP) of UP bits is given by case of impulse noise test pattern #3, in 4k OFDM mode, the
[9]: impulse noise penalty is the same for the two streams and is

Php (M) =-[P(il M)+ P(ql ,M)]= P(il ,M) = P(ql ,M) equal to 8.3 dB.
2

(9) OFDM 4/16QAM (4k) with impulse and Gaussian noise (pattern #3)
classical OFDM QAM

where P(ikM) et P(qk,M) represent respectively the bit error 10-
probability of the k in-phase and quadrature bits for 4/M- ,
QAM hierarchical modulation.
On the other hand, the BER of the LP bits is obtained by [9] r

n 10~~~~~~~~~~a;~~~ HP OFDM}O,AM6 t.) \t

n 0

2YP(ik,M) -

P (I M 10 imp4t s//PI
2n-2

4, ------_ Theoretical Gaussian noise curve 'I j /

where P(ik,M) represents the BEP of kth in-phase LP bit of cure
4/M-QAM hierarchical modulation. - Simulated irpulseandGaussian noise 71

We define the impulse noise penalty, Pimjp, as the asymptotic _ _____, ____
penalty induced in each communication stream by the joint ° 10/NO[o;=2 -915 A 0 =022 ]
presence Gaussian and of impulsive noise compared to the Figure 3. Simulation ofHP and LP bit error probability ofOFDM
case where only the Gaussian noise is present. We can show 4/16QAM in presence ofboth impulse and Gaussian noise
that the magnitude of the penalty induced by the impulsive given by pattern #3
noise in an OFDM hierarchical QAM modulation is given by:
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